Du ponctuel à l’usuel
From punctual to usual

La Structure Paysagère
Landscape structure

Les Transports en Développement
Network extension

Les Zones Urbaines en Mutation
Urban areas in transition

Strategy for an adaptable city

Analysis

Exploring the site, we identified several situations and spaces with considerable opportunities to adapt the location to the existing city. We picked out different types of spaces with different characteristics, such as "zones," "squares," "approaches," "accesses," "nodes," "crossing," "borders," "intersections." These types match features such as: " Hyde, Tiepolo, Wonderland, Montréal, Geobel, Jardin, Les Roches, Skip, Wood, Bordeaux."

We set up a strategy for each site. These strategies were good conditions, in each situation, give access to hidden places and make good use of resources. As a consequence, the future development of these places is deeply rooted in the existing.